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The cover is very pretty and functional, although it does not hold a bible that has a hard cover.

Although the reviews said it was a little larger than a regular size bible, I purchased it for a

Christmas gift and was disappointed when it did not fit a hardback bible. It is perfect for a soft cover

bible of regular size. It is however fashionable and has pockets that can hold phone and notebook

with is nice. To look at the cover it is well worth the money, I would recommend this Bible cover.

This is my most handsome bible cover. It holds my favorite New Spirit Filled Life Study Bible , by

Thomas Nelson publishers , which I bought from  also. My favorite reading supplier as well as my

new found department store online. This bible cover is a perfect match and fit for my bible . I love

the Sipper pocket and the Velcro pocket too. I have plenty of room for my church bulletins and note

pads and extra space for my pens and pencils and highlighter pens. I have had many of my church

friends ask me about it and where I purchased it. They have all complemented me on it. You just

can't find one like this in our book and bible store. I love the deep burgundy cover . It is everything I

hoped it would be when I first ordered it. And it came right away too. No delays in shipping. This is

one of the reasons I like doing business with . They're my go to source for all my reading needs and

I expect they always will be.

I am extremely disappointed with this nasty cover. It smells terrible, (from China, so I am afraid it

might be cat or dog leather) and is so small it will not hold either my Jimmy Swaggart 1979-1980

leather covered, my 1985 PTL Partner hardback, not either of the Holman KJV Study bible, nor the

Thompson Chain Reference that I just received this Christmas. Even if it would fit one of them, I

think the odor would put me off carrying it. Besides which, although it says genuine leather, and

"American Inspired Design", when you open it up, it says genuine leather body (but not what kind of

leather) and Simulated leather trim. - Made in china - what did I expect? (Although I have received

other covers from Zondervan and Gigi Chantal that are large enough to hold all four of these study

Bibles. All of which is too bad, because it has a nice roomy zip pocket and a flap pocket on the

outside that would be ideal for holding a set of colored markers and a pen for note-taking. And none

of the tags gives any hint of dimensions. The trim is a very cheap faux--leather plastic, and very

notably so.

Embassy Alligator Embossed Burgundy Genuine Leather Bible CoverÃ‚Â has an real genuine

leather bible cover that will last a very long time. It is very pretty. It can be used by a male or a



female happily. I am very happy with the burgundy color which is my color. It has places for my

pencils/ink pens, my tithe envelopes and much more. ASIN:B000OWOS1Q Embassy Alligator

Embossed Burgundy Genuine Leather Bible Cover is durable, stout and can carry my heavy bible.I

was given a bible cover before and it was always confused to be somebody else case. I am

delighted to have a new case: B000OWOS1Q Embassy Alligator Embossed Burgundy Genuine

Leather Bible Cover that no one else has. ASIN:B000OWOS1Q Embassy Alligator Embossed

Burgundy Genuine Leather Bible Cover is distinquish and I know my new bible will be protected

from all sorts of elements for years to come. has a good reputation for timely delivery.

This cover was everything advertised and I am very happy with it. I would buy it again if I needed

one.

I love this bible case. Very nice and sophiscated. I love the leather and the pocket at the front.

It was truly an awesome product and for the price I will purchase more for gifts.

I was really looking forward to receiving this and even though I have Prime shipping I paid for it to

come in one day. I was really disappointed to find out that my bible which is standard size does not

fit in the case. It is too small. I do like the case however. It is leather like it says and it is burgundy in

color and not brown as some reviews have stated. It is made well and is a really nice looking case

but my bibles do not fit into it at all. SO I decided that since I own a Kindle and a Kindle Fire as well

this case will serve as a carrying case for both items when I travel. Even though my Kindle and

Kindle Fire have covers the case will serve to insulate the Kindles safely just like I do with my

laptops. The side pocket will hold my IPOD very well along with my earbuds. So all is not lost even

though it is not for me a bible cover it is a nice case for small electronics. I possibly could fit my

IPhone in there too. Many possibilities if you look at it in a different way. The price was good so it is

still a good deal.
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